The Messieurs c’est l’heure pichets
Last update: July 2. 2020
Probably the most famous Swiss absinthe anti-prohibition and absinthe “clandinisty”, are the green
“Messieurs c’est l’heure” water pitchers. Traditionally they are thought to be inspired by the famous Swiss
1910 poster “Messieurs c’est l’heure” from the satirical magazine Le Guguss.

Many potters and potteries have produced variations of the famous pitchers, but it seems there are 2 main
types:
Type 1: Text in one straight line above the clock, letters are not raised, clock is not “10-to-12”

(cj)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text in one straight line above the clock
Letters are painted on, or engraved into the clay
Clock is not “10-to-12”
Fox head
Handles are most often black
Are often signed by the potter

Type 2: Letters and clock are raised, clock is always “10-to-12”

(cj)
•
•
•
•

Clock is always “10-to-12”
Letters and clock-face are extending from the clay
Handles are same colour as the pitchers
Pitchers are not signed by the potters

The difference between the “type 1” and “type 2” letters and clock face:

Type 1:

Type 2:

Type 1: Text in one straight line above the clock, letters are not raised, clock is not “10-to-12”

(cj)

(Internet, Thacpi, Thacpi, Musee de l'Absinthe Auvers sur Oise, Jeralyn Aston, Maison de la Céramique du
Pays de Dieulefit)

The type 1 pitchers were produced in Le Poët-Laval and Dieulefit area in southeastern France.

One later type 1 pichet is marked with “R” and the text “1857-1983 Poterie Robin <un-readable
area> (26460)”. Poterie Robin was founded in 1857 so this pichet was probably produced as late
as 1983. “26460” is the area code for Les Tonils, 20 km from Deulefit. The pichet is 15 cm high.

(Jeralyn Aston)

Type 1 pitchers are often, but not always, signed by the potters:
S. Roussin - Atelier Roussin (?) (Théophile Siméon Roussin or Paul Siméon Roussin?)

(cj, cj)
Robin - Poterie Robin (?)

(cj, Greg Howell)

“R” - Poterie Robin (3 generations: “? Robin”, René Robin, Jacques/Jacky Robin)

(Thacpi, cj, Jeralyn Aston)

The names Robin and Roussin are connected through the pottery La Grande Cheminée - La Poterie de la
Grande Cheminée.

The families Robin and Roussin
Potterie Robin had 3 generations of potters, it was founded in 1857. The founders son René Robin was still
active in the pottery in the 1970ies. 2nd generation René Robin was married to Théophile Siméon Roussin,
their son Jacques (Jacky) Robin was born in 1936.

René Robin

Théophile Siméon Roussin
and her son Jacques (Jacky) Robin
La Grande Cherminée
La poterie “La Grande Cheminée” was founded in 1799 by the Roussin family, the first generation Robin
took over the pottery in 1857 when the high chimney was built.

Roussin was another famous family of potters from the area, Théophile Siméon Roussin, the wife of René
Robin, was a potter herself. Her father made a famous experimental pottery oven - ”La Californie” in 1885.

Atelier Roussin
http://vivre-au-pays-du-granit.over-blog.com/pages/Poterie_vernissee_de_Dieulefit_et_Le_PoetLaval-6303203.html
http://verre-morin-salome.pagesperso-orange.fr/Histoire-Poterie-Dieulefit.html
https://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-01372677/document
http://www.ajpn.org/juste-Rene-Robin-3784.html

Type 2: Letters are raised, clock is always “10-to-12”
Type 2 pichets can be sub-divided into three main groups: “Lion head”, “Fox head” and “Others”:

2a “Lion head”:

(cj)
2b “Fox head”:

(cj)
(Note that there are many variations of the fox-heads)
2c “Others”:

A number of other “type 2” pitchers exists.
“Flower”:

(cj marked “Geneve 1887”, Absintheoriginals marked “Geneve”, Absinthiades marked “Henri Fauxe 1903”)
Pig:

(ebay)

Identifying potteries and potters
Many of the “type 1” pitchers are signed, this naturally makes it easy to show that different pieces are
made by the same potter. But makers-marks, such as shape of the pitchers, colour of the glazing and other
marks can also point to potteries and individual potters, such as the dots around the clock below:

(cj)

(Greg Howell)
We have not seen “type 2” signed pitchers but makers-marks, such as shape of the pitchers, colour of the
glazing, the “8 dots”, and other marks could potentially identify age and individual potters.

Type 2 - Geneve and Ferney-Voltaire (?)
Type 2 pitchers are generally thought to come from the Geneve and Ferney-Voltaire areas where many
potteries were located along Rue de Geneve and Chemin des Jargilières were the clay, as in Dieulefit, is very
suitable for pottery production.
This theory is supported by a number of the type 2 pitchers that are decorated with for instance “Geneve”
or the Geneve coat of arms and the Absinthe Gamboni pitchers, that are marked with the city of Morges,
near Geneve where the Absinthe was produced. But so far we have not seen the documentation for the
production of these pitchers by potters in these areas.

A variation of the type 2 pitchers are the French Vasselin/Berneval Sur Mer pitchers:
Beneval Sur Mer
A few known pitchers marked “Berneval Sur Mer” in Normandy features the “Type 2b” foxheads:

(Tom Gaasbeek, Tom Gaasbeek, Tom Gaasbeek, Hector Guajiro)
Vasselin
A 1921 pitcher made by the “Audoval Poterie” in the French city Vasselin has a similar type 2 fox-head as
the “Absinthe Gamboni a Morges” pitchers:

(Cyril Debrahic)

(Cyril Debrahic, Maison De L’absinthe Mortiers, cj )
The clockfaces on all pitchers are also identical to the clock found on “Absinthe Gamboni a Morges” type 2
pitchers:

According to the history of potteries in Vasselin (http://www.vasselin.fr/fr/information/61291/poterie) one
of the Audouval potters had worked in Switzerland before moving back to Vasselin, this could possibly be
the connection to the Messieurs c’est l’heure pitchers.
But of course it is possible that other potteries just used the same clock-stencil used on the Gamboni
pitchers… currently the origin is speculation.
•
•

Clock is always molded with lots of detail, clock is always“10-to-12”
Handles looks like branches

History of the Messieurs c’est l’heure pitchers
The pitchers are actually much older than the Gantner poster:

(Geneve 1887, Red pitcher 1890, Henri Fauxes 1903 (Absinthiades/internet), Guguss 1905)

Also the “10-to-12 clock” produced by several different potteries, predates the Gantner poster:

(Red pitcher 1898 with a “10-to-12” clock, Absinthe Gamboni pitchers with “10-to-12” clock, Guguss 1906)

Not originally by Gantner
Note that the “10-to-12” clock was not used on the Gantner poster.
None of the pitchers we have seen have used Gantners “12 o’clock”. None have used the Gantner owl,
again suggesting that the pitcher design is much earlier than the poster.

(Guguss)

(Well, there are actually some later pitchers that possibly are inspired by Gantners owl: )

(ebay, ebay)

Messieurs, c'est l'heure - preban pichets or not?
Some of the pitchers of all types, including the “Absinthe Gamboni” pitchers, were
clearly produced before the Swiss Absinthe ban.
The pitchers with a 10-to-12 clock and the "Messieurs, c'est l'heure" text then
became very popular in the years leading up to the ban on absinthe - and especially
after the ban, when the pitchers became an important symbol of resistance against
the ban – probably also because of the Gantner poster.
Not copies
To me the initial post-ban Messieurs c’est l’heure pitchers are not copies. They were made by the same
potters that produced the exact same types of pitchers before the ban - not to exploit absinthe by
producing fake copies of pitchers, but as a clandestinity.
When a new generation of potters later took over they made their own versions of the pitchers since they
had become a popular symbol of absinthe.

(1935 – Scott MacDonald, 1957 - ebay)

Some time later, probably during the 1950ies, the new pitcher shapes came, possibly with a new
generation of potters:

(Ebay, dated “Onex 1954”, time is 7-to-12, internet, internet) – the shape possibly mirrors Gantners owl.
And even later the various versions with only painted decoration, it seems the clock is now always 5-to-12.
Comma after ‘Messieurs’: “Messieurs, c’est l’heure”:

(Ebay, Ebay, Ebay, Ebay)

Other times than 10-to-12
It is clear that the times on type 1 pitchers are all around 7, 8 and 12 o’clock.
It seems - at least - the potteries in Dieulefit used the text "Messieurs, c'est l'heure" as the general phrase
used for signaling the start of the green hour (“Messeurs, c’est l’heure… de la pause”) , or possibly at the
closing time of local bars (“Messeurs, c’est l’heure… on ferme”). The meaning of the phrase is still
unknown.
Maybe Gantner was inspired by the text on the pitchers when he designed his famous poster, not the other
way around. But currently the origin is purely speculation.

(cj: “17-past-11”, “2-past-7”, “3-to-8” clocks. All pitchers from the same pottery, signed by two different
potters)

Almost – “10-to-12” clock, maybe the closing hours of the cafes (?):

(Internet)

Photos and more information on the pitchers is always welcome: cj@cloudsecurity.dk

